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Purpose of the study  

• Assess, in a certain technology area: 

• Whether the respective IP positions of TTO’s could indicate opportunities 

to accentuate the cooperation and 

• Whether such combinations could lead to commercial options.

Note that the assessment is still underway  

• Finalize the review of the first results by the 3 TTO’s

• Complete the selected patent pools with other IA (holistic approach) 



Data preparation: quality standards  
What are the available portfolios at stake?

Completeness issues: only focus on patents

• Other IA (Intellectual Assets) not included e.g. know-how, copyright, software …

• By considering only their patents, if any, the IA portfolio is undervalued.

Compatibility issues: Different formats used by different RTOs

• Application numbers often used

• Publication numbers are less ambiguous

Data is quickly outdated (data gathering is time-consuming!)

• Heterogeneous data (provided over October 2010-May 2011)

Other considerations: due diligence, prior contractual obligations…



Data analysis: a 4-step process

1. Detect synergetic areas for possible joint future R&D projects 
Identify “latent” topics possibly cross-unifying some of the patents

Often portfolio built on a ad hoc basis, as output of R&D project

Also patents are result of granting procedures

2. Define IP pools in these areas for possible joint commercialization
Use technology codes

Use text-mining technique: clustering, landscaping 

3. Possible leads for each pool
Using forward citation analysis

Lead generation for pre-sales actions 

4. New applications for each pool
Using technology codes

Mapping the claim scope of the patent pool



Data analytics: generic examples 

• Text-mining (also applicable to non-published IA and other documents): 
• Transform large, complex dataset into common themes 
• View them as topographical landscapes

• Ranking of companies, technologies, applications. Trend analysis
• (Forward) patent citation analysis e.g. for lead generation
• Etc. 



Summary

What we learned from this study: 

There are much more chances for TTO's to combine for more 

effective and efficient use of its respective IP repositories.

Need to assess IA in a more holistic and complete approach

Include also know-how, copyright, software…

In a broader context

EU and national governments urge the TTO's get professionalized (if 

not already there). 

For TNO we have a strong feeling that IP mapping helps a lot, also for 

trying to improve possibilities of cooperation with other TTO's to 

benefit from efficiences in bundling.



Suggestion for co-working TTO' s

Identify field(s) of common interest 
e.g. using IP mapping services

Set up a central repository for the field(s)
Including only published patents and applications 

Based on publication numbers 

Alerting services to monitor new publications to strengthen the 

portfolio

“Continuous” assessment/audit of the field(s)
Establish routine procedures e.g. the above 4-step process

Recourse to professional tools and training of TTOs 


